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Introduction

Community Choice Warrant Article

- Authorizes Selects to Start CCA Process
- Engage Consultant
- No Up-Front Commitment
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High Renewable

Medium Renewable

Base Level*

* 5% above Mass Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
CCA Cost Advantages

Bids Twice a Year
Bids on Fixed Dates
CCA Cost Advantages

Lincoln Community Choice

★ Contract Length Varies*
★ Timed for Market Advantage*

*Rates and Contract Lengths vary depending on contract and market conditions.
Local Massachusetts CCA Programs

★ Brookline
★ Lexington
★ Nantucket
★ Acton
★ Arlington
★ Chelmsford

https://www.mass.gov/service-details/municipal-aggregation
Summary

Lincoln Community Choice

- Greater Consumer Choice
- Consumer Friendly
- Renewable Options
- Competitive Pricing
- Price Stability
Questions?